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Statement of the problem. Presently the application of the rough surface treatment of pavings
was widely adopted. A new edition of ODM “Recommendations on theDesign of Macrorough
Pavings” assumes specification of a three-component chart for preliminary (estimated)
determination of coefficient of coupling in designing new coverings with rough processing.
Therefore the task of design of rough surface treatment with in advance set properties for rough
pavings is becoming significant now.
Results. The three-component chart for preliminary determination of the coefficient of coupling in
designing macrorough pavings is specified. The chart allows one to estimate the minimum in
advance coupling coefficient which will provide rough surface treatment for specified geometrical
parameters.
Conclusions. For design of a macrorough surface of a paving and a preliminary estimate its
macrorouhghness it is possible to use an approximated value of coefficient of coupling with the
help of the suggested specified three-component chart. This three-component chart can be a basis
for creation by more exact with use of relative geometrical parameters of a macroroughness.
Keywords: coupling coefficient, macroroughness, rough surface treatment, road covering, highway, thin layers
of wear.

Introduction

Macrorough road surfaces are independent construction elements of roadways and bridges
which are designed in order to reduce emergency rates, improve the road safety, comfort,
travelling intensity and stability thus providing required speeds and loading capacities.
Surfaces should provide minimum contaminant exposure to adjacent areas as well as
maintenance opportunities and long life cycles, be easy to use and cost-efficient.
© Yankovsky L. V., 2016
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Macrorough surfaces are rough surface treatments, nielloed crushed stone into cast asphalt
concrete of bridge roadways, anti-skidding, paving of pedestrian bridges, anti-ice road
pavings with maximum macroroughness, access to disabled individuals, etc.
Presently a modern method for designing macrorough road surfaces is distribution of crushed
stone along a road paving surface using bitumen crushed stone distributors followed by
rolling with lightweight rollers. Simultaneous distribution of crushed stone and binder causes
them to bond well thus providing the required operational parameters of surface treatment of a
roadway paving. Bitumen crushed stone distributors can operate backwards and forward
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Options for the backward and forward operation of bitumen crushed stone distributors
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surfaces, it is necessary to provide appropriate adhesion coefficients. This takes four stages:
[3, 4]:
1) collecting and analyzing original data;
2) designing major constructional and operational properties of a surface layer;
3) designing a technology of laying a surface layer;
4) developing guidelines for maintenance of a surface layer of roadways.
In a new project “Guidelines on Macrorough Road Surfaces” developed under the author’s
supervision as part of a task designed by the Federal Road Agency there is a table of adhesion
coefficients depending on a specified macroroughness level (Table 1).
Elements and geometric parameters of roughness are in Fig. 3 [5].
Table 1
Classification of road pavements according to macroroughness levels

1

Rough

2

Average
rough
Extremely
rough

3
4

Less than From 0,5
1,0

to 0,7

From 1,0 From 1,0 From 1,0 From 0,4
to 1,5

to 1,5

to 2,0

to 0,65

From 1,5 From 1,5 From 2,0 From 0,3
to 2,0

to 2,0

to 3,0

to 0,65

More

More

More

From 0,2

than 2,0

than 2,0

than 3,0

to 0,6

no less than

Braking distance, m,

km/h, no more than

0,35

0,05

50

90

90

0,40

0,06

60

100

86

0,45

0,07

70

110

77

0,50

0,08

80

110
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In addition there are new major geometric parameters of macroroughness:
1) an average rut depth (height of uneven surfaces);
2) an average macroroughness step;
3) macroroughness density;
4) relative density of macroroughness contacts;
5) different heights of active macroroughness protuberances;
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Maximum travelling speed,
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6) different depths of macroroughness protuberances;
7) different distances between crushed stone aggregates.
The last three parameters are evaluated using root-mean-square values (dispersion) and
correlation coefficient [6, 7].

Wheel

Macroroughness elements

Microroughness elements

Active roughness area
Passive roughness area

Fig. 3. Elements and parameters of macroroughness:
К — basic density of a wheel surface in a contact area with macroroughness elements;
С — flatness of the largest protuberances in a wheel contact area; В — flatness of the largest protuberances of a
profile of a wheel contact area; l — basic length, mm; Dм — size of a wheel track imprint of a design car, mm;
Si — step of local protuberances within a basic length, mm;
di — step of a wheel contact within a basic length, mm;
Rai — specific rut depth (distance between adjoining tops and rut onto a vertical axis), mm

2. Trigrams for determining macroroughness levels. Trigrams (Fig. 4) were previously

proposed by A.A. Serbienko and A.V. Kochetkov for operational control of adhesion of
macrorough road surfaces as well as wear and tear of a rough surface [8]. But this trigram
cannot evaluate geometric parameters of macroroughness using the adhesion coefficient. According to A.A. Serbinenko, in order to evaluate qualitative characteristics of macroroughness
of road surfaces using a specified adhesion coefficient, the following will suffice:
1) height of a roughness protuberance, mm, which is determined in relation to a basic surface
using a nominal section profile within a basic length. The height of protuberances can be
identified using a dot roughness profile gauge (similarly to SoyuzdorNII PKSh-4 device);
2) density of roughness elements, el/dm2 which is determined using the number of roughness
protuberances within a tire imprint on a rough pavement surface. It is identified according to
the number of imprints of roughness elements on an area of 10×20 cm on an imprint surface;
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Depth of
roughness
protuberances,
mm

Relative
density of
roughness

Roughness step, mm
Fig. 4. Trigram for evaluating a macroroughness level of a road pavement surface:
ЧШ — area of an extemely rough structure; ВШ — area of a quite rough structure;
Ш — area of a rough structure; СШ — area of a slightly rough structure; НШ — area of a non-rough structure

3) activity of a rough surface determined using a conditional activity index taking into
account a type of a microroughness structure and relative support length.
A trigram for estimating the adhesion coefficient was designed by A.A. Serbinenko,
A.V. Kochetkov and A.A. Sykhov using the three characteristics of roughness of road
pavement surfaces (Fig. 5) [7].

Activity of a
surface tp, mm

Height of
roughness
protuberances
Kτ, mm

Density of roughness elements PM, el/dm2

Fig. 5. Trigram for determining a specified adhesion coefficient depending on the roughness characteristics
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3. Three-component diagram for determining the adhesion coefficient. In the process of

preparing a new project “Guidelines on Designing Macrorough Road Pavements” it became
necessary to changes the names of cathetuses of a three-component diagram as the names of
the parameters were altered in a new version.
The left cathetus of a three-component diagram (Fig. 6) should be replaced from activity of a
surface tp to the macroroughness density ρ which is given by
  Qcp / S cp ,

where  is the macroroughness density; Qср is an average diameter of macroroughness
elements, mm; Sср is an average macroroughness step, mm (Fig. 3). The classification of
surfaces depending on the geometric parameter “macroroughness density” is in Table 2.
Table 2
Classification of surfaces depending on the density of a macroroughness structure
Group

Ranges

Dense

From 1 to 0,8

Condensed

From 0,8 to 0,6

Rare

From 0,6 to 0,4

Very rare

From 0,4 to 0,2

Structureless

Less than 0,2

The parameter of macroroughness density describes a horizontal linear characteristics of the
distribution density of crushed stone.
The right cathetus (height of roughness protuberances) of a three-component diagram (Fig. 5)
in a new version of the guidelines is called differently, i.e. “an average depth of a macroughness rut Racp”. This geometric parameter is also responsible for a linear characteristics of
a surface but now in relation to a surface normal.
The parameter of the foundation of a triangle (density of roughness elements) is now called
“an average number of crushed stone aggregates m” which is determined by a number of
aggregates in standard frame of 10×20 сm. This parameter is also responsible for a volumetric
characteristics of a contact of crushed stone with a tire surface.
Using these new three geometric parameters of macroroughness of road surfaces, a clarified
three-component diagram to evaluate the adhesion coefficient is designed (Fig. 6).
The calculation is similarly according to the above three-component diagram. For example [8]:
 an average number of crushed stone aggregates m = 50 agg/dm2;
 an average depth of macroroughness ruts Raср = 9 mm;
 macroroughness density ρ = 0,4.
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Average depth of
macroroughness
ruts Raср, mm

Macroroughness
density ρ

Average number of crushed stone aggregates m, agg/dm2

Fig. 6. Three-component diagram to determine the adhesion coefficient depending
on geometric parameters of macroroughness

The obtained lines cross at 0 which determines a sector of a three-component diagram with
a specified adhesion coefficient. In this case φ > 0,5 for an unfavorable condition of a
surface [8].
It should be noted that each of the parameters of the diagram has its own effect on physical
processes in a contact area of a tire with a road surface as a car is moving.
A drawback of this diagram is that it uses average macroroughness. It is daunting to
automatically calculate these parameters for a large amount of measurements.
The sides of a three-component diagram can be responsible for three new relative geometric
characteristics also accepted in the “Guidelines on Designing of Macrorough Road Surfaces”.
The density of macroroughness is responsible for physical macroroughness for the length
(different lengths), an average depth of macroroughness ruts is responsible for a surface
normal (different depths and heights). A root-mean-square deviation (dispersion) is used to
evaluate all of these parameters.
The foundation of the diagram is responsible for a volumetric characteristics (segregation or
sequences of signs), which can be evaluated using a correlation coefficient.
Therefore as there are new data on the use of these characteristics (in their relation to the
adhesion coefficient), a new clarified three-component diagram based on more informative
relative geometric parameters can be designed.
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Relative geometric parameters can be easily determined using special equipment of mobile
road laboratories to automatically calculate and make the adhesion coefficient more accurate.
Conclusions

1. In order to design a macrorough road surface and give a preliminary evaluation of its
macroroughness, an approximated adhesion coefficient can be used with the proposed
clarified three-component diagram.
2. This three-component diagram can be the foundation for a more accurate one using relative
geometric parameters of macroroughness.
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